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Introduction: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an important tool for the accurate diagnosis of malignant tumors in clinical 
settings. However, the lack of tumor-specific MRI contrast agents limits diagnostic accuracy.
Methods: Herein, we developed αv integrin receptor-targeting multi-crystalline manganese oxide (MCMO) as a novel MRI contrast 
agent for accurate diagnosis of tumors by coupling iRGD cyclopeptide PEGylation polymer onto the surface of MCMO (iRGD- 
pMCMO).
Results: The MCMO consisted of numerous small crystals and exhibited an oval structure of 200 nm in size. The iRGD-pMCMO 
actively recognizes tumor cells and effectively accumulates at the tumor site, consequently releasing abundant Mn2+ ions in a weakly 
acidic and high-GSH-expressing tumor microenvironment. Subsequently, Mn2+ ions interact with cellular GSH to form Mn-GSH 
chelates, enabling efficient T1-weighted MR contrast imaging. In vivo experiments indicated that iRGD-pMCMO significantly 
improved T1-weighted images, achieving an accurate diagnosis of subcutaneous and orthotopic tumors. The results verified that the 
T1 contrast effect of iRGD-pMCMO was closely associated with the expression of GSH in tumor cells.
Conclusion: Altogether, the novel tumor-targeting, highly sensitive MRI contrast agent developed in this study can improve the 
accuracy of MRI for tumor diagnosis.
Keywords: multi-crystalline manganese oxide, MRI contrast agent, tumor targeting, tumor selectivity, accurate diagnosis

Introduction
As a clinical diagnostic tool, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers several advantages, such as non-ionizing 
radiation, non-invasiveness, and assessment of functional information of diseased tissues.1–3 MRI primarily utilizes the 
changes in the signal of hydrogen (H) protons to generate images of tissues.4,5 Therefore, it has a high sensitivity for 
diagnosing soft tissue diseases, especially malignant tumors. MRI contrast agents (MRICAs) are usually used to improve 
the distinction between normal and tumor tissues.6–8 MRICAs are developed mainly based on paramagnetic gadolinium 
(Gd) and manganese complexes that have long electronic relaxation durations and abundant unpaired electrons.9,10 The 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved the use of magnetic iron oxide as a T2 MRICA; however, gadolinium 
(Gd)- and manganese (Mn)-based T1 MRICAs are predominantly used in clinical settings.11–13 Moreover, the majority of 
clinical MRICAs are non-targeted small molecules that readily enter the intravascular and interstitial spaces of normal 
tissues, resulting in an inaccurate diagnosis of tumors. The emergence of tumor-selective MRICAs has introduced novel 
avenues for improving the MRI diagnostic accuracy of tumors. Two strategies are primarily used for developing tumor- 
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selective MRICAs: (1) Labeling the target ligand onto the surface of MRICAs; (2) Developing tumor microenvironment 
(TME)-responsive MRICAs.

For highly efficient imaging, MRICAs should have strong attenuation effects on the T1 or T2 relaxation time of 
H protons. As T1 MRICAs, individual Gd or manganese chelates have relatively weak attenuation effects on T1 

relaxation time,14 resulting in low contrast enhancement. Gd chelates, such as Gd-DTPA, have been reported to cause 
nephrotoxic effects and accumulate in the brain in clinical settings.15,16 These harmful effects limit the applicability of 
Gd-based MRICAs. Manganese is an essential trace element for maintaining various life activities;17 therefore, manga-
nese complexes such as MRICAs may have a better biosafety profile than Gd complexes. Developing novel nanoplat-
forms that accommodate a high payload of manganese ions can effectively improve the contrast of individual manganese 
chelates. In recent years, polymers,18 liposomes,19 and silica nanoparticles20 have been used to develop numerous 
manganese-labeled nanoplatforms as novel nano-MRICAs, which have demonstrated excellent T1 contrast performance. 
For example, Wu’s group developed manganese carbonate-deposited iron oxide nanoplatform (MCDION) as a TME 
responsive MRICAs. The MCDION is quickly dissolved in the weakly acidic TME and then releases the abundance of 
free Mn2+ ions, endowing MCDION with a tumor-specfic MRI contrast capability.21 On the basis of the classical 
Solomon-Bloembergen-Morgan (SBM) theory, the longitudinal relaxivity (r1) comprises three contributions: the inner 
sphere relaxivity, secondary sphere relaxivity, and outer sphere relaxivity.22,23 Water molecules directly coordinated to 
the paramagnetic center are responsible for inner sphere relaxation contribution. The number of coordinated water 
molecules and the rotational correlation time of H protons are two key parameters for enhancing the inner sphere 
relaxation of nano-MRICAs.24–26 In addition, optimizing the structure and morphology of nano-MRICAs significantly 
increases the number of coordinated water molecules around Mn centers and the rotational correlation time of H protons, 
thereby enhancing the efficiency of Mn-based nano-MRICAs.
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In previous study, the high porosity and specific surface area significantly increased the number of water molecules 
around paramagnetic nanoparticles and then increased the T1 relaxivity of nano-sized MRICAs.27 In addition, these 
porosities have typical geometrical confinement effects,23 which could prolong the retention time of water molecules 
around paramagnetic nanoparticles because of the increase in effective viscosity of the aqueous solution trapped 
within the pores, which also increased T1 contrast performance. Considering water accessibility, porous structural 
nano-sized MRICAs platform might shorten T1 relaxation time of H proton more efficiently and possess better T1 

contrast ability.28 Herein, we developed novel multi-crystalline manganese oxide (MCMO) nanoclusters as T1 

MRICAs using the microwave-assisted thermal decomposition method. MCMO nanoclusters exhibited a porous 
structure, which accelerated the accessibility of water molecules and increased the number of water molecules around 
the nanoclusters. In addition, the iRGD-PEG-DSPE polymer was used to modify MCMO nanoclusters (iRGD- 
pMCMO) to develop tumor-targeting nano-MRICAs. The iRGD-pMCMO actively recognized tumor cells and was 
effectively internalized by tumor cells. In a weakly acidic and excessive GSH-containing TME, the iRGD-pMCMO 
rapidly released a larger number of Mn2+ ions that interacted with GSH to form Mn-GSH chelates, contributing to 
efficient T1-weighted imaging. The contrast performance of the iRGD-pMCMO was investigated using subcutaneous 
and orthotopic tumor models, validating the early and accurate diagnostic capability of iRGD-pMCMO for tumors. 
Therefore, as a novel nano-MRICA, the iRGD-pMCMO holds remarkable potential for the accurate diagnosis of 
tumors.

Materials and Method
Materials
All the reagents were used as received without further purification. Manganese acetylacetonate, polyvinylpyrrolidone 
(PVP-K30), and triethylene glycol were acquired from Aladdin Reagents Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). N-Hydroxy 
succinimide (NHS), 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were 
obtained from the Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). iRGD cyclopeptide and 1.2-distearoyl-sn- 
glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino(polyethylene glycol)] (NH2-PEG-DSPE) were purchased from Shanghai 
Yuanye Biotech. Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Deionized water was produced by Heal Force pure water system (CR- 
SP412, China). SD rats were used to evaluate the blood biocompatibility of iRGD-pMCMO and purchased from Beijing 
Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China. The balb/c mice were used to establish 
a subcutaneous tumor model. The transgenic adenocarcinoma of mouse prostatic (TRAMP) mice were purchased from 
the Jackson Laboratory in the United States.

Synthesis of MCMO
The MCMO nanoparticles were synthesized via microwave assisted thermal decomposition method (Discover 2.0, CEM, 
USA). Briefly, manganese acetylacetonate (0.43 g) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP-K30, 1.5 g) were dissolved in 
triethylene glycol (TEG, 30 mL), and then heated to 80°C for 30 min under magnetic stirring. Afterwards, the mixed 
solution was transferred into a microwave tube, and then heated to 180°C. The detailed microwave parameters were as 
follows: power (200 W), temperature (180°C), running time (25 min), holding time (15 min), and pressure (200 psi). At 
the end of the reaction, the solution was cooled to room temperature and then the products were collected through high- 
speed centrifugation at 25,000 rpm/min. The product was washed with distilled water and alcohol for three times. Finally, 
the product was dispersed into the distilled water for further use.

Synthesis of iRGD-pMCMO
Firstly, iRGD-PEG-DSPE polymer was synthesized via a simple amide condensation reaction. Briefly, iRGD cyclopep-
tide (5 mg) was dissolved into DMSO solution (10 mL). Next, the NHS (20 mg) and EDC (20 mg) were added, and then 
the mixed solution was stirred for 4 h. Subsequently, the NH2-PEG-DSPE polymer (50 mg) was further added into the 
resulting solution, and then the solution was stirred overnight at room temperature. Based on the active coordination 
effect of DSPE polymer, the MCMO nanoparticles (25 mg) were subsequently dispersed into the resulting solutions 
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under magnetic stirring (200 r/min). After 4 h, the solution was centrifuged at 14,000 r/min, and the product (iRGD- 
pMCMO) was collected.

Cell Culture
PC-3 cells, provided by the Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, were seeded 
into 96-well plates with a density of 4000 cells/well and further incubated in the Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium 
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin in a humidified atmosphere of 5% 
CO2 at 37°C overnight.

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) Observation
The green fluorescence molecule fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) was labeled onto the MCMO to study the cellular 
internalization of the MCMO. Subsequently, the PC-3 cells were treated with different concentrations (10, 20, 40 μg/mL) 
of FITC labeled MCMO for 6 h, and then the cellular nuclei were stained by Hoechst 33,342 (10 μg/mL) in dark for 10 
min. Finally, the fluorescence of PC-3 cells was captured under a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). Similarly, 
the cell uptake of iRGD-pMCMO was also observed using CLSM after treatment for 2, 4, and 6 h.

Internalization of iRGD-pMCMO Analyzed by inductively coupled plasma optical 
emission spectrometer (ICP-OES)
Firstly, PC-3 cells were seeded into well plates and incubated in the DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. 
When the density of PC-3 cells reached to 1×107 cells/well, the cells were treated with different concentrations of iRGD- 
pMCMO for 2, 4, and 6 h. After that, the cells were washed with cold fresh PBS to remove extracellular nanoparticles 
and nitrated into transparent solution using the concentrated nitric acid. Eventually, Mn content of the solution was 
measured by ICP-OES to quantitatively analyze the cellular content of iRGD-pMCMO.

Cell Transmission electron microscope (TEM) Observation
The PC-3 cells were seeded in 6-well plates and incubated in the DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. When 
the density of cells was 1×106 cells/well, the cells were treated with iRGD-pMCMO at a concentration of 80 μg/mL for 
different times. Afterwards, the cells were collected by centrifugation at 2000 r/min, and then the cells were treated into 
spheres in tubes. Next, the cells were fixed using 3% glutaraldehyde overnight at 4°C. Subsequently, the cell aggregate was 
stained with 2% osmium tetroxide aqueous, and further dehydrated step by step by a standard process. After that, the 
specimens were placed in the mixture of propylene oxide/Araldite resin 2–3 days. After that, the specimens were cut into slices 
and then stained with 1% toluidine blue. Finally, the ultra-thin sections were stained for 25 min with saturated aqueous uranyl 
acetate, followed by lead citrate staining for 5 min. The slices were placed on a copper grid and observed using a bio-TEM.

Cytotoxicity Assay
The cells were seeded in 96 well/plate, and the density of the cells was 8000 cells/well. Next, the cells were incubated 
with different concentrations of MCMO and iRGD-pMCMO for 24 h. Afterwards, the culture media were discarded. The 
cells were washed using fresh cold PBS, and 200 µL of 10% cell counting kit (CCK-8) kit was added into 96 wells at 37 
oC for 2 h. The cell viability was detected using a Fluostar Optima microplate reader (BMG Labtechnologies, Germany) 
at a wavelength of 450 nm.

Hemolysis Assay of iRGD-MCMO
Firstly, the fresh blood (5 mL) was collected from the rat and then centrifuged at 1500 rpm/min for 15 min. Afterwards, 
the supernatant was removed and then the red cells were collected and washed with cold PBS solution for three times. 
Subsequently, the red cells were treated with different concentrations of iRGD-pMCMO for 3, 6, and 12 h, respectively. 
Finally, solutions containing red cells were photographed, and then the absorbance in supernatant was measured using 
UV-vis spectrum at a wavelength of 570 nm.
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In vitro and in vivo MRI
All MRI studies were performed on a 7.0 T scanner (Bruker Technologies, USA) using a volume RF coil (inner diameter 
40 mm for mice). We utilized a series of inversion-prepared fast spin-echo profile to achieve longitudinal relaxation time 
(T1). This series is identical in all aspects (TR 6000 ms, effective TE 5.6 ms, BW 25 kHz, slice thickness 0.8 mm, matrix 
96×96, 1 average) except for the 20 different inversion times (TIs) that varied linearly from 10 to 2500 ms. In vivo MRI 
experiment, the following acquisition parameters were chosen: the repetition time (TR) = 370 ms, echo time (TE) = 11.6 
ms, field of view (FOV) = 40 mm × 40 mm, matrix size = 256 × 256, slice thickness = 1 mm (12 slices, gap = 0), 1 
average, and bandwidth (BW) = 50 kHz. In addition, the obtained images could be analyzed using ImageJ software.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using Student’s t-test, and the data were reported as mean ± standard deviation (SD). 
The significance level was represented as *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, and ****P<0.0001 for the respective levels 
of statistical significance.

Results and Discussion
Synthesis and Characterization of iRGD-pMCMO
MCMO nanoclusters were synthesized through microwave-assisted thermal decomposition using manganese acetylace-
tonate as the precursor. Initially, the synthesis process was tested at different output powers of the reactor. As shown in 
Figure 1a, when the output power was 200 W, MCMO nanoclusters had an irregular shape and no complete morphology. 
High output power can lead to rapid decomposition of manganese acetylacetonate; consequently, MCMO nanoclusters 
cannot self-assemble into a complete shape. However, as the output power decreased, the small crystals gradually self- 

Figure 1 TEM observation for morphology of nanoparticles. TEM images of MCMO with different reaction powers (a) 220 W; (b) 200 W; (c) 180 W; (d) 160 W; (e) 140 
W; (f) 120 W. TEM images of the MCMO with in (g) low magnification and (h) high magnification. (i) High-resolution image of the MCMO.
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assembled into oval-shaped MCMO nanocrystals (Figure 1b–f). At low magnification, TEM images indicate that the 
nanoclusters had a uniform shape and a size of approximately 260 nm (Figure 1g). At high magnification, numerous 
cristate crystals were observed on the surface of the crystals (Figure 1h). In addition, high-resolution TEM images of the 
nanoclusters showed significant lattice fringes (Figure 1i), indicating that the nanoclusters had an excellent degree of 
crystallization. The interplanar spacing of MCMO nanocrystals was 0.249 nm, which corresponds to (211) plane of 
Mn3O4.

The crystal structure of MCMO nanocrystals was further characterized via X-ray diffraction (XRD). As shown in 
Figure 2a, the XRD peaks appeared at 32.41° and 36.06°, corresponding to the (103) and (211) planes of hausmannite 
(Mn3O4). Moreover, the XRD pattern of MCMO nanocrystals was also consistent with that of Mn3O4 (PDF: 18– 
0803),29,30 which validated the crystal structure and composition of the nanocrystals. In addition, the nitrogen adsorp-
tion–desorption isotherms demonstrated that the nanocrystals had a porous structure (Figure 2b). When the relative 
pressure (P/P0) was 0.2–0.5, the absorption amount of the MCMO rapidly increased, suggesting that the nanocrystals had 
high porosity and were primarily mesoporous. Pore size distribution curves indicate that the pore diameters of the 
MCMO nanocrystals are dominantly distributed at 2–5 nm (inset of Figure 2b). These results indicate that a large number 
of water molecules might easily diffuse into the pore channels of MCMO nanocrystals, which is beneficial for improving 
T1 contrast performance.27,31 On the basis of the coordination effect of DSPE polymer with transition metal, the iRGD- 
PEG-DSPE polymer was used to modify MCMO nanocrystals to develop iRGD-pMCMO nanoplatforms with tumor- 
targeting ability. To verify successful conjugation, the changes in the zeta potential of the nanocrystals were analyzed 
after and before modification. As shown in Figure 2c, the zeta potential of MCMO nanocrystals was 17.7 ± 3.1 mV, 
whereas that of pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO decreased to 10.3 ± 2.3 mV and 5.9 ± 1.4 mV, respectively. This decrease 
in zeta potential indicates that iRGD-PEG-DSPE polymers were successfully conjugated onto the surface of MCMO 
nanocrystals. DLS analysis indicates that the hydrodynamic size of the iRGD-MCMO was larger than that of MCMO 
nanocrystals (Figure 2d), further verifying the successful fabrication of the iRGD-MCMO. Subsequently, the colloidal 

Figure 2 The characterization of physicochemical property of iRGD-pMCMO. (a) XRD spectra of MCMO. (b) N2 absorption-desorption isotherm of MCMO (inset: pore 
size distribution curve). (c) Zeta potential of MCMO, pMCMO, and iRGD-pMCMO. (d) Hydrodynamic size of MCMO and iRGD-pMCMO. (e) Hydrodynamic size change of 
iRGD-pMCMO in different media with standing time increasing. (f) Mn release profile of iRGD-pMCMO at different pH conditions.
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stability of iRGD-MCMO nanoplatforms was assessed by monitoring changes in their hydrodynamic size at different 
storage periods. As shown in Figure 2e, the hydrodynamic size of the iRGD-MCMO in distilled water, phosphate- 
buffered solution (PBS), and 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) did not significantly increase with an increase in storage 
periods. These results indicate that the iRGD-MCMO nanoplatforms had excellent colloidal stability, which promotes 
their applicability in vivo. Subsequently, we further investigated the release profile of iRGD-MCMO under different pH 
conditions (Figure 2f). The iRGD-MCMO almost did not release Mn2+ under neutral condition. However, at weak acidic 
environment, the release amount of Mn from iRGD-MCMO dramatically increased, and pH 5.5 condition induced more 
Mn release than pH 6.5, showing pH-dependent release behavior. These results demonstrate that the iRGD-MCMO is 
very sensitive for weak acidic TME.

Cellular Internalization of iRGD-pMCMO
The cellular internalization efficiency of nano-MRICAs is a key factor that affects their diagnostic ability.32,33 Therefore, 
we assessed the cellular uptake of the iRGD-MCMO via confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). As shown in 
Figure 3a, tumor cells treated with iRGD-pMCMO demonstrated enhanced green fluorescence with an increase in 
concentration, indicating that the internalization of the iRGD-pMCMO was dependent on concentration. Similarly, the 
green fluorescence of tumor cells treated with iRGD-pMCMO increased with an increase in incubation time, demonstrat-
ing time-dependent internalization behavior. Furthermore, the internalization of the pMCMO and the iRGD-pMCMO 
was also assessed via CLSM to verify their tumor-targeting abilities. As shown in Figure 3b, the green fluorescence of 
tumor cells treated with iRGD-pMCMO was significantly stronger than that with pMCMO, this was because the iRGD- 
pMCMO nanoplatforms actively recognized and entered tumor cells. These results demonstrate excellent tumor-targeting 
ability of the iRGD-pMCMO.

The cellular uptake of the iRGD-pMCMO was quantitatively analyzed through inductively coupled plasma optical 
emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). As shown in Figure 3c, the content of Mn in cells treated with the iRGD-pMCMO 
gradually increased from 76.3 ± 6.1 ng/105 cells to 147.5 ±10.7 ng/105 cells with an increase in concentration from 10 
μg/mL to 40 μg/mL, respectively. Similarly, the content of Mn in cells treated with the iRGD-pMCMO significantly 
changed with an increase in incubation time (Figure 3d). These results validate that the internalization of the iRGD- 
pMCMO was dependent on concentration and time. In addition, the Mn content of pMCMO-treated PC-3 cells was only 
88.7±7.2 ng/105cells, however iRGD-pMCMO-treated PC-3 cells reached up to be 147.1±9.6 ng/105 cells (Figure 3e), 
indicating that iRGD-pMCMO had outstanding tumor-targeting ability. Furthermore, the internalization of iRGD- 
pMCMO was observed via TEM (Figure 3f). After 1 h of incubation, the iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles were mainly 
distributed around the surface of cancer cells. After 2 h of incubation, the nanoparticles permeated across the cell 
membrane and penetrated the cytosolic space. In addition, the content of iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles in the cytosolic 
space gradually increases with an increase in incubation time. Notably, after 24 h of incubation, the morphology of 
cancer cells remained intact and the cristae of mitochondria was clearly visible, indicating that iRGD-pMCMO had 
excellent biocompatibility and did not cause mitochondrial damage. In order to further verify the biocompatibility of 
iRGD-pMCMO, mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) change of PC-3 cells treated with iRGD-pMCMO was 
observed by CLSM. As shown in Figure S1, the MMP of iRGD-pMCMO-treated PC-3 cells had a significant decrease 
at the concentration rang from 0 to 80 μg/mL, further confirming that iRGD-pMCMO cannot cause mitochondrial 
damage and show excellent cell biocompatibility. These results demonstrate that the high internalization efficacy of 
iRGD-pMCMO only enhances MRI contrast performance and cannot cause significant toxicity on cells.34

MRI Contrast Performance and Cytotoxicity of iRGD-pMCMO in vitro
Owing to the excellent tumor-targeting and physicochemical properties of iRGD-pMCMO nanoplatforms, we assessed its 
potential applicability in MRI. The T1 relaxation rate of iRGD-pMCMO was measured on a 3.0 T MRI scanner. As 
shown in Figure 4a, the T1 relaxation rate of iRGD-pMCMO was only 1.28 mM−1s−1 under neutral conditions but 
significantly increased to 2.5 mM−1s−1 and 5.69 mM−1s−1 at pH values of 6.5 and 5.5, respectively. This increase in the 
T1 relaxation rate may be attributed to the rapid release of abundant Mn2+ ions from iRGD-pMCMO. Free Mn2+ ions 
interact with excessive GSH found in cancer cells,35,36 thereby enhancing contrast activity. To verify this hypothesis, we 
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assessed the GSH-responsive performance of iRGD-pMCMO in T1-weighted imaging on a 3.0 T MRI scanner. As shown 
in Figure 4b, the T1 relaxation rate of iRGD-pMCMO increased from 5.69 mM−1s−1 to 8.54 mM−1s−1 in a weakly acidic 
environment (pH 5.5) with 2 mM GSH. In addition, the T1 relaxation rate of iRGD-pMCMO sharply increased to 17.60 
mM−1s−1 when the concentration of GSH was 10 mM. These results indicate that the presence of GSH further enhances 
the T1 contrast performance of iRGD-pMCMO, resulting in efficient tumor-selective imaging. In addition, the brightness- 
darkness contrast images of different samples were also observed. As shown in Figure S2, the brightness of iRGD- 
pMCMO significantly increased with increasing concentrations, showing concentration-dependent relation. Moreover, 
the weakly acidic solution further enhanced the brightness of MRI images in iRGD-pMCMO group, and the solution of 

Figure 3 Internalization evaluation of iRGD-pMCMO. (a) CLSM images of PC-3 cells treated with different concentrations of iRGD-pMCMO for different time. (b) CLSM 
images of PC-3 cells treated with pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO for 4 h. ICP analysis for the internalization of iRGD-pMCMO at (c) different treatment concentrations and 
(d) different treatment time. (e) ICP analysis for the internalization of pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO. (f) Cell TEM observation for the uptake process of iRGD-pMCMO and 
corresponding cell damage (red arrows indicate mitochondria). Data are presented as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant.
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iRGD-pMCMO treated with weak acid plus GSH showed the largest brightness compared to other groups. These results 
are consistent with the relaxation rate change of iRGD-pMCMO.

Subsequently, the T1 contrast ability of iRGD-pMCMO was investigated in vitro. Briefly, cancer cells were, 
respectively, incubated with pMCMO, iRGD-pMCMO, iRGD-pMCMO plus GSH (5 mM), and iRGD-pMCMO plus 
LBS (a GSH inhibitor). The cells were collected, and the corresponding T1 relaxation time was measured on a 3.0 T MRI 
scanner. The T1 relaxation time of cancer cells treated with PBS was 1879 ± 89.7 ms (Figure 4c), whereas that of tumor 
cells treated with pMCMO decreased to 1045±78.2 ms, indicating that pMCMO had strong T1 contrast effects. The T1 

relaxation time of tumor cells treated with iRGD-pMCMO was shorter than that of cells treated with non-targeted 
pMCMO, suggesting that targeted iRGD-pMCMO had superior contrast performance. Co-incubation with GSH further 
decreased the T1 relaxation time of cells, whereas co-incubation with a GSH inhibitor significantly recovered the T1 

relaxation time of cells. These results validate the excellent tumor-selective contrast performance of iRGD-pMCMO 
nanoparticles. Furthermore, the cytotoxicity of iRGD-pMCMO was assessed in normal cells, including THLE-3 and 
C166 cells. At a high concentration of 100 μg/mL, pristine MCMO nanocrystals exert toxic effects on THLE-3 and C166 
cells to a certain extent (Figure 4d and e). Remarkably, iRGD-pMCMO had no significant toxic effects on normal cells, 
indicating that the conjugation of iRGD-PEG-DSPE polymers onto the surface of MCMO crystals dramatically improved 
the biocompatibility of iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles. Altogether, these results suggest that iRGD-pMCMO nanoparti-
cles as novel nanoMRICAs have great application potential in vivo.

Figure 4 MRI contrast enhancement and cytotoxicity of iRGD-pMCMO. (a) T1 relaxation rate of iRGD-pMCMO at different pH conditions. (b) T1 relaxation rate of iRGD- 
pMCMO before and after treated with different GSH concentrations. (c) T1 map value of PC-3 cells treated with different samples. The viability of normal cells including (d) 
THLE-3 and (e) C166 cells treated with different concentrations of MCMO and iRGD-pMCMO. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; ns, not 
significant.
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Evaluation of MRI Contrast Performance of iRGD-pMCMO for Early and Accurate 
Diagnosis of Tumors in vivo
To assess the contrast performance of the iRGD-pMCMO in vivo, tumor models were established via direct subcutaneous 
injection of 107 tumor cells into the right legs of mice. All animal experiments were studied in accordance with the rules 
approved by the animal ethics committee of School of Medicine of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. When tumor volume 
reached approximately 200 mm3, tumor-bearing mice were administered using pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO via tail vein 
injection. As shown in Figure 5a, the T1-weighted images of tumors in the pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO groups 
gradually brightened with time, with the brightest images being observed at 1 and 4 h after injection, respectively. 

Figure 5 Analysis of accurate MRI diagnosis of tumor in vivo. (a) T1-weighted MRI images and (b) corresponding tumor signal intensity of PC-3 tumor bearing mice at 
coronal plane after pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO treatment. (red arrows indicate tumor site) (c) T1-weighted MRI images and (d) corresponding signal intensity of 
orthotopic prostatic cancer in TRAMP mice at axial plane after pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO treatment (red arrows indicate tumor site). (e) T1-weighted MRI images and (f) 
corresponding T1 signal intensity of orthotopic tumor in TRAMP mice after different treatments. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. *, p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; ns, not 
significant.
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These results demonstrated that both pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO enhanced the contrast of tumors in vivo. In particular, 
the T1-weighted images of tumors were significantly brighter in the iRGD-pMCMO group than in the pMCMO group, 
indicating that iRGD-pMCMO had stronger tumor contrast effects than pMCMO. Subsequently, the corresponding MRI 
signal intensities of tumors were evaluated using microMRI software. As shown in Figure 5b, the MRI signal intensity of 
tumors was only approximately 140 units before the administration of pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO. However, the 
maximal MRI signal intensity of tumors increased to 185 units after 2 h of injection in the pMCMO group and to 229 
units after 4 h of injection in the iRGD-pMCMO group. This trend is consistent with the results observed in MRI images 
of tumors, indicating that iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles as tumor-targeting nanoMRICAs had significantly enhanced 
contrast performance for tumor diagnosis.

Furthermore, we assessed the performance of iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles in the diagnosis of early-stage tumors 
in vivo. Transgenic adenocarcinoma of mouse prostate (TRAMP) model was established as orthotopic tumor models, in 
which the prostate tissues of mice became cancerous at 24 weeks of age.37,38 TRAMP mice were intravenously injected 
with pMCMO or iRGD-pMCMO. Early prostate tumors were difficult to distinguish from normal prostate tissue before 
the administration of MRICAs (Figure 5c). However, MRI images of tumors in TRAMP mice treated with pMCMO or 
iRGD-pMCMO showed enhanced contrast between normal prostate and prostate tumor tissues, resulting in clearer MRI 
images. In addition, prostate tumors were clearly visible in the contrast-enhanced images, and the tumor size was 
estimated to be only 1–5 mm, indicating that both pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO achieved excellent contrast for early 
tumor diagnosis. On evaluating the corresponding MRI signals of orthotopic tumors, iRGD-pMCMO was found to have 
better contrast enhancement performance than pMCMO (Figure 5d). This trend was consistent with the results observed 
in MRI images of tumors. Altogether, these results suggest that iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles as tumor-targeting 
MRICAs actively recognize early-stage tumors and enhance the contrast between normal and tumor tissues, thereby 
realizing an accurate diagnosis of early tumors.

We verified the tumor-selectivity of the iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles by investigating the effects of GSH present in 
tumors on T1-weighted contrast enhancement. To establish tumor models with different concentrations of GSH, 25-week- 
old TRAMP mice were, respectively, pre-treated with different concentrations of GSH and a GSH inhibitor (LBS) via 
direct injection into the tumor site. Untreated TRAMP mice were administered saline, pMCMO, or iRGD-pMCMO at 
a dosage of 5 mg/kg. In addition, GSH- and LBS-treated TRAMP mice were administered iRGD-pMCMO at a dosage of 
5 mg/kg. Subsequently, all mice were scanned on a 3.0 T MRI machine. As shown in Figure 5e, the T1-weighted images 
of TRAMP mice treated with pMCMO showed significant contrast enhancement when compared with saline-treated 
mice. In addition, MR images of mice in the iRGD-pMCMO group demonstrated stronger contrast than those of mice in 
the pMCMO group, further demonstrating the excellent tumor-specific contrast-enhancing ability of iRGD-pMCMO. The 
T1-weighted images of GSH-pretreated TRAMP mice showed very strong contrast after the administration of iRGD- 
pMCMO. In particular, the contrast performance of iRGD-pMCMO significantly increased with an increase in the 
pretreated concentration of GSH. Nevertheless, the T1-weighted images of LBS-pretreated TRAMP mice showed 
relatively weak contrast. Subsequently, the MRI signals of TRAMP mice in different groups were evaluated, and the 
results were consistent with those observed in MRI images (Figure 5f). Altogether, these results suggest that the contrast- 
enhancing ability of iRGD-pMCMO was closely associated with the concentration of GSH in tumor tissues. Therefore, 
iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles such as nano-MRICAs have excellent selectivity for GSH-overexpressing tumors and may 
facilitate early and accurate diagnosis of tumors.

Biosafety of iRGD-pMCMO
Biosafety of nanodrugs is an important parameter for examining their clinical applicability.39 Therefore, we investigated 
the biodistribution and pharmacokinetic behavior of iRGD-PMCMO nanoparticles. Tumor-bearing mice were divided 
into two groups (n = 5) and intravenously injected with pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO, respectively. The mice were 
sacrificed after 24 h of intravenous injection of either pMCMO or iRGD-pMCMO, and their tumor tissues and vital 
organs were excised, weighed, and analyzed via ICP-OES. As shown in Figure 6a, pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO 
primarily accumulate in liver and spleen tissues, indicating that both types of nanoparticles might be excreted from 
the body via feces. Notably, the accumulation of iRGD-pMCMO was higher than that of pMCMO in tumor tissues, 
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indicating the excellent tumor-targeting ability of iRGD-pMCMO. In addition, pharmacokinetic curves indicated that 
both pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO were completely metabolized after 30 h of injection (Figure 6b), which reduced the 
risk of potential toxicity induced by long-term accumulation of contrast agents. The half-life of iRGD-pMCMO was 
longer than that of pMCMO, which increased its accumulation in tumor tissues. Subsequently, we evaluated the 
biocompatibility of iRGD-pMCMO in vitro and in vivo through hemolysis assay and blood routine examination. 
Hemolysis assay showed that iRGD-pMCMO at concentration range from μg/mL 10 to 200 μg/mL did not cause 
damage to red blood cells (Figure 6c). In addition, a routine blood examination showed that the vital blood indices did 
not significantly change at 24 and 48 h after iRGD-pMCMO injection (Figure 6d). These results demonstrate that iRGD- 
pMCMO nanoparticles had excellent hemocompatibility. Finally, the biosafety of iRGD-pMCMO was assessed in tumor 
tissues in vivo (Figure 6e). Tumor-bearing mice were intravenously injected with iRGD-pMCMO (5 mg/kg) at an 
interval of 2 days. After 24 days, the mice were sacrificed, and their tumor tissues and vital organs were excised, cut into 
slices, and stained with H&E for pathological analysis. The results revealed no significant pathological changes in tumor 
tissues, indicating that iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles had excellent biosafety. In addition, the acute toxicity of iRGD- 
pMCMO was also investigated as shown in Table S1. Single intravenous injection of iRGD-pMCMO was conducted 
with SD rats, and the injection dosage was set as 2.5mg/kg, 5 mg/kg, 10 mg/kg, 50 mg/kg, 100 mg/kg, and 500 mg/kg. 
Survival rate of mice still reached up to be 100% even if the injection dosage of iRGD-pMCMO at 50 mg/kg. Notably, 
the maximal dosage of iRGD-pMCMO at 500 mg/kg only caused the death of three rats, this dosage was more 100-folds 
of actual injection dosage. Altogether, these results suggest that iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles have excellent biosafety 
and great application potential in clinical settings.

Conclusions
In this study, we successfully developed a novel tumor-selective nano-MRICA (iRGD-pMCMO) for early and accurate 
diagnosis of malignant tumors. The iRGD-pMCMO demonstrated uniform size and excellent colloidal stability in 

Figure 6 Evaluation of biosafety in vivo. (a) Biodistribution of pMCMO and iRGD-pMCMO in mice at postinjection 6h. (b) the pharmacokinetic curves of pMCMO and 
iRGD-pMCMO in mice after administration. (c) Hemolysis assay of iRGD-pMCMO. (d) The blood routine analysis of mice treated with iRGD-pMCMO at postinjection 24h 
and 48 h. (e) H&E staining of vital organs in mice after treated with iRGD-pMCMO. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. ***p < 0.001.
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different media. Owing to its mesoporous structure, it promotes accessibility of water molecules, which significantly 
enhances its T1 contrast performance. In addition, the iRGD-pMCMO actively targeted tumor cells, quickly responded to 
a weakly acidic TME, and released a large number of Mn2+ ions that selectively interacted with cellular GSH, further 
improving T1-weighted imaging. In vivo experiments revealed that iRGD-pMCMO significantly enhanced the contrast 
between normal and tumor tissues in MR images and demonstrated remarkable tumor-selectivity, realizing effective and 
accurate diagnosis of early-stage tumors. In addition, the iRGD-pMCMO possessed low toxicity for cells, blood, and 
tissues, demonstrating an excellent biosafety profile. Therefore, the iRGD-pMCMO nanoparticles developed in this study 
may serve as potent tumor-selective nano-MRICAs for the accurate and early diagnosis of tumors.
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